
Meet Onix!
We’re eager about technology and we know how to design 
websites, develop mobile and VR/AR apps and create chatbots and 
skills for Amazon Echo. 

Our approach to building the development process is classic agile 
and our skill range is enough to work with time-proven technologies 
while adopting newly emerging programming languages and 
frameworks.

Augmented Reality Experience
To view the complete information about our 
company and our expertise, please use the 
QR-code below to download an app to your 
phone and add an interactive AR experience 
for better visualization. 

Available on:

App name: Onix AR

Where do we work? Tour our office!
We know how to work with a big time difference and at a 
distance, but we love when our customers visit our office or 
invite us to visit them. 

Face-to-face communication helps our team understand your 
business better and come to more efficient decisions that 
adjust to your needs.

Any technology or 
business question 
you have, our 
teams are ready
to answer it!

Onix’ teams house four 
office floors.

VR/AR and DevOps

UI/UX design

Android, iOS and IoT

Web



What is our expertise?
Onix is an expert in software development 
outsourcing and has established long-term 
contracts with the customers and business 
partners in Europe, Asia, the U.S., South America 
and the Middle East.

The average contract length for Onix is eight months and 
longer if it comes to working on large and growing projects 
that require the team’s constant attention and code 
changes. 

With our consulting assistance, we offer you the best plan 
of action that considers your preferences, your budget and 
technology’s strengths.

Our world map of projects

Stay in touch with us

We love communicating with our business partners, 
customers and friends and keeping them informed and 
updated about what's new is going on at Onix. 

Meet us 
let’s arrange a meeting in person!

Write to us 
sales@onix-systems.com

Read from us – visit our blog 
https://onix-systems.com/blog 

Talk to us 
+38 052 236 11 72

How can you connect with us?

About Onix team

As of now our team consists
of 140 people.

Back in 2000 we only had but a small group of 8 developers. 
But our team has been growing all the time!

Web and mobile developers, UI/UX designers, project 
managers, QAs and DevOps - we’ve got all experts you need 
to ensure a full-cycle development! 

You express your needs and concerns,
we think and suggest viable solutions
for your business. 
We do it, it works, you like it. 


